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Watch

Watch Live
Watch the Miracle Channel broadcast live. 


Schedule & Programs

See today's schedule and a list of programs on the Miracle Channel broadcast.



Full Episodes on Corco+

Watch full episodes of your favourite shows on our streaming service, Corco+.


Corco TV

Watch Positive TV on Corco—Miracle Channel's second channel.






Visit Corco+ to watch all Miracle Channel programs and livestreams.






About

Miracle Channel 
 Learn more about Miracle Channel and our current outreaches.


FAQ's

Get answers to frequently asked questions.


What We Believe

Get our statement of faith, see our guiding values, and pray the prayer of salvation.


Behind the Scenes

Check out what's happening Behind the Scenes at Miracle Channel in this original show!


Contact

Share your feedback, ask questions, or connect with us on social media.






Get to know our CEO, Jeremy Prest






Resources

Resources

See all of Miracle Channel's resources in one place to encourage and equip you.


Daily Devotional

Sign up for our daily devotional and learn more about its outreach.


Devotional Translations

Sign up for our daily devotional in your language.


Miracle Channel Courses

See our library of online courses that cover topics like Holy Spirit, healing, and prayer.


eBook & eNewsletter

Get free practical and powerful resources every month.


Monthly Giving Bundle

Receive a monthly bundle of incredible resources, each centred around a NEW topic, designed to bring you closer to Jesus.


Devoted Journal

Receive our physical monthly devotional journal sent right to your home!


Podcast

Listen to great teaching from Miracle Channel's broadcast everywhere you go.


Prayer

Our team would love to pray for you. 


Salvation

Receive the gift of salvation by being guided through the salvation prayer.






Get free monthly resources when you sign up for our newsletter here.






Donate

Make A Donation

Donate right here on our website or call 1-800-414-2545.


Join the MC Core

Our monthly donors are the core of everything we do as a ministry.


Monthly Product Offer

Donate and receive this month's featured resource.


Donor Sign In

Sign in to update your donor information or make a donation. 







Give today and bring the truth to Canada.




Donate








404

Whale, whale, whale...

Looks like you've ended up in the wrong place. Let's get you back on track.
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Bring the truth about Jesus to Canada.
100% of your donation goes toward ministry outreaches.
Donate

WATCH
Watch LiveSchedule & ProgramsWatch Full EpisodesCorco+Corco
RESOURCES
DevotionalCourseseBook & MorePrayerSalvation
ABOUT
Sample LetterCareersVolunteerContactAbout Us
DONORS
Make a DonationJoin the MC CoreWhat does my donation do?Donor PortalThis Month's Offer
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Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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The Miracle Channel Association Feedback Process

The Miracle Channel Association (MCA) welcomes your feedback on any accessibility barriers that you may have encountered in dealing with MCA.

The Accessible Canada Act (ACA) defines a barrier as:“...anything physical, architectural, technological or attitudinal, anything that is based on information or communications or anything that is the result of a policy or a practice—that hinders the full and equal participation in society of persons with an impairment, including a physical, mental, intellectual, cognitive, learning, communication or sensory impairment or a functional limitation.”

The person at MCA responsible for receiving feedback is theAccessibility Champion. Feedback can be general or specific, but providing more details such as the date, the name of the webpage, application or activity involved, may make it easier for us to understand your concerns.
Feedback can be sent by
Mail – 10 – 450 31 Street North, Lethbridge AB, T1H 3Z3
Telephone – 1-403-380-3399 or toll-free at 1-800-414-2545
Email – accounting@miraclechannel.ca

Individuals providing feedback can provide personal information and contact information, but they do not have to. If you wish to submit feedback anonymously sending a letter in the mail may be the best method to do so.
Acknowledgement of Feedback
Feedback provided through email and telephone involve direct interaction with an MCA employee and therefore the employee will acknowledge receipt of the feedback. For feedback received by mail, if contact information is provided, an acknowledgement letter will be mailed to the address provided.

We will ensure that personal information remains confidential unless the submitter consents to its disclosure.
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